
Abortion decriminalised
Abortions are no longer a crime in New South Wales following 
passage of our bill to treat them as a healthcare procedure.

While court interpretations of the criminal code have allowed  
legal abortions since the 1970s, the law was unclear, affecting 
access and threatening women and doctors with prison. 

The bill was drafted with Jo Haylen and Penny Sharpe from 
Labor, and Trevor Khan from the Nationals, with oversight from 
the health minister, and it was sponsored by 15 members across 
the Parliament including from the Greens and Animal Justice 
Party, in an historic multi-partisan effort. 

The bill involved one of the longest debates in the NSW Parliament, 
around 72 hours; almost 200 amendments were proposed!  
The amendments that passed don’t create any new barriers  
for women but codify current practice and clarify existing 
professional obligations.

At times opposition to the bill got nasty with deliberate 
misinformation and fake news, but the strong majority support 
across the state for a woman’s right to choose was ultimately 
reflected in the Parliament’s vote. I thank everyone who has 
campaigned over decades.

This historic reform represents a step forward for women, whose 
reproductive healthcare is best achieved when abortions are 
treated as a health matter, not a crime, and their right to privacy  
and autonomy is protected.
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WORLDPRIDE WIN
Sydney won our bid to host WorldPride 2023! 
Congratulations to Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi 
Gras for its work to bring this massive cultural, 
social and economic boost to our city. I was proud 
to advocate for government support for the bid and 
joined the team in Athens Greece to secure the win. 

RENEWABLES TRANSITION 
The parliamentary inquiry I established with 
bipartisan support into energy supply and 
resource sustainability received over 200 
submissions from private citizens, government 
agencies, academics, think-tanks and energy 
providers. There is clear acknowledgement of coal’s 
declining role. Site visits and hearings are planned 
for the coming months including in the Hunter.

GLEBE ISLAND PLANS REVIEWED
My persistent lobbying got the planning department 
to review the Port Authority’s assessment of 
impacts from its planned 24-hour shipping port and 
storage facility for construction materials at Glebe 
Island. While we did not get ship curfews, Ports 
must now set noise limits with the EPA, planning 
and the community, with 24-hour monitoring and 
potential vessel bans.

EDGECLIFF STATION UPGRADED 
Following a successful community campaign  
over many years, Edgecliff Station is now 
accessible. Lifts link train and bus platforms as well 
as shops. I repeatedly raised this in Parliament along 
with the Member for Vaucluse, and together we 
opened the lifts with the transport minister in July. 

Opening the Edgecliff Station lifts
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The winner is Sydney! WorldPride in 2023
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MUSIC FESTIVALS UNDER SEIGE
The government’s response to deaths at music festivals has been to impose excessive 
and unworkable conditions on events. The changes were drafted without any industry 
consultation and show a lack of understanding about running a festival, causing 
significant uncertainty. During debate I called for harm minimisation approaches to 
drug use and for the government to work with the industry to establish appropriate 
regulations that ensure music festivals are safe and viable.

STRIP SEARCH HARM CONTINUES
Strip searches have become routine particularly at music festivals with skyrocketing 
numbers of mostly young and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people subject 
to intrusive, humiliating and often unlawful body searches. Only a third of strip 
searches result in a charge and the vast majority are for possession. Strip searches 
don’t stop drug use but can encourage people to take higher doses of drugs or buy 
from strangers. The Coroner investigating recent deaths at music festivals looks 
likely to recommend an overhaul of strip searches and in Parliament I again called 
for a health and evidence based approach to drug use.
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Working with Animal Justice Party to  
protect animal activists

Working with colleagues on sensible  
drug use solutions

OPPRESSIVE ANTI PROTEST LAWS

I opposed new laws that would jail 
animal activists and protesters, and stop 
neighbours initiating complaints about 
pollution, like noise and chemical drift from 
agricultural facilities. Animal protection 
groups help uncover cruelty and they 
would not conduct covert operations if 
oversight bodies had resources to follow 
up complaints and conduct inspections, 
and if CCTV cameras were mandatory in 
abattoirs. During debate I argued that the 
real threats to farming are climate change, 
mining, soil erosion, and poor land-use 
planning. 

FLAMMABLE HOMES NEED HELP

Thousands of apartment owners feel 
abandoned by government as they work  
to replace flammable cladding and make 
their buildings safe. They face massive 
special levies with no guarantee that 
their homes will comply after costly and 
disruptive work because there are no 
standards or guidance on replacements. 
The Victorian government is providing 
apartment owners ongoing support  
and grants and in Parliament I called  
for leadership and financial help  
such as interest free loans as part of  
a wider disaster package for owners  
suffering hardship from building defects.

FURTHER TRANS REFORM NEEDED

The government introduced reform to 
allow overseas doctors to verify sex 
affirmation surgery so people can update 
their sex on identity documents, covering 
people who get surgery in countries like 
Thailand and India. However the vast 
majority of transgender people don’t have 
surgery and our archaic laws force them 
to live with incorrect and inconsistent 
official documents, adding to stigma, 
discrimination, isolation and exclusion. 
Most other states and the Commonwealth 
have removed surgical requirements, with 
Tasmania and Victoria recently adopting 
world’s best practice self-determination 
models. During debate, I called on 
Parliament to stop forced surgical 
interventions and pass reforms that  
treat transgender people with dignity, 
privacy and respect.

FROM PARLIAMENT

Cross party night time economy committee provides a path forward

PLAN FOR SAFE AND VIBRANT SYDNEY
As deputy chair of Sydney’s Night Time Economy inquiry, I worked to ensure our 
report set a pathway to bring the party back to Sydney without returning to the bad 
old days of routine drunken street violence. 

We recommended repeal of the 1.30am lockout and 3am cessation of service in the 
CBD and Oxford Street. More work over the next year is needed to reduce the saturation 
of 24-hour licences in Kings Cross but ID scanners should be scaled back immediately. 



Protecting Pyrmont from overdevelopment

SHORT TERM LETTING RECIPE FOR DISASTER
Without appropriate regulations, short term letting could push locals, particularly 
young renters, out of inner city communities. Permanent residents are disappearing 
from tourist cities like Paris, Venice, Florence and Barcelona and the government 
should prevent similar impacts here, but the draft package failed to even deliver its 
weak promises to regulate the industry. 

A proposed new loophole will allow year-round short term letting in homes zoned 
residential and the Code of Conduct has no mechanism to stop party houses. Even 
fire safety has been left to self-regulation. With no oversight, enforcement, strategic 
planning or owners’ corporation rights, we have a recipe for open slather holiday 
letting including in high rise apartment buildings. 

My submission called for a strong regulatory framework including lower caps, 
mandatory registration and planning oversight.

 

GREENING PADDINGTON 
Paddington has hidden green areas 
along Rushcutters Creek that could 
be enhanced and linked to provide 
a green corridor with pedestrian and 
bike access to Rushcutters Bay, and 
much needed recreation opportunities in 
heavily built-up Paddington. I asked the 
Minister for Planning and Public Spaces 
to investigate and coordinate relevant 
agencies and his staff met with the 
project’s local initiators. Congratulations 
to Paddington resident Andrew Moss who 
first created this great community vision.

CITY AIR MONITORING AT LAST
I’ve been calling for a CBD air quality 
measuring station since I was elected. This 
was first raised by then Bligh MP Clover 
Moore 15 years ago when the station on 
the corner of George and Market streets 
was decommissioned, and again 10 years 
ago when stations at Darling Harbour and 
Ultimo required under Cross City Tunnel 
consent conditions were removed.  

I congratulate the Minister for Energy and 
Environment Matt Kean and Lord Mayor 
Clover Moore for installing a new station 
in the CBD. Air pollution causes illness 
and death from stroke, heart disease, lung 
cancer and asthma and the heavy traffic 
congestion puts the inner city and half 
a million people at great risk each day. I 
hope measuring our air quality will guide 
sustainable environment policy and action 
to reduce risks. 

follow my
work at
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A Paddington “greenway” worth  
protecting and enhancing

Minister Kean and Lord Mayor Clover Moore 
with the new CBD air pollution monitor

Open letter opposing The Star 
Casino residential and hotel tower

The proposed 35-storey luxury residential tower and 22-storey hotel would be eight times higher than current controls allow.

To the Chair of the Independent Planning Commission,

As members of the planning and design community, we are concerned by recent criticisms of the 

Department of Planning, Industry and Environment following its recommendation to the Independent 

Planning Commission (IPC) that the Star Casino’s luxury apartment and hotel tower be rejected. 

It is our view that no reasonable and independent assessment of the Star Casino’s proposal  

could result in any other recommendation than that of the Department.

The Department’s report rightly points out that the Star’s concept of a “global waterfront precinct” 

has no planning weight because it is not reflected in any Council or State Government strategic 

planning policy. This is a point of vital importance to maintaining public faith in the credibility of 

the planning system to deliver outcomes for the community and the economy. It is through the 

development of strategies and controls that the community is consulted about that should dictate  

the future of their built environment. 
The Department’s report also notes that the proposed built form would be inconsistent in height  

and form with surrounding buildings. The Star Casino’s proposed tower would inhibit views from 

public vantage points and adversely impact the established character of Pyrmont, result in adverse 

heritage impacts, have overshadowing impacts on Union Square, Pyrmont Bay Park and Pyrmont 

Bridge, and overshadow existing residences and obstruct the views of existing residents. 

There is also significant community opposition to the proposal particularly from the Pyrmont community. 

Ultimately, the final decision on the Star Casino’s proposed tower in Pyrmont will go to  

the heart of maintaining the integrity of the planning system and the community’s faith that 

planning rules are applied fairly to all, regardless of how the proposal was submitted. 

We commend the Department on its assessment of the Star Casino proposal – it reflects the 

concerns of the community. We urge the IPC to do the same, and to uphold the Department’s recommendation.  

The credibility of the state’s planning system and the future of our city depends on it. 

Yours sincerely, Architecture, Design and Planning Professionals
Mr Peter Mould, Former NSW Government Architect,  

Adj. Professor UNSWAndrew Nimmo, Past President of the NSW Chapter,  

Australian Institute of Architects
Professor Richard Johnson AO MBE LFRAIA

Professor Kerry Clare, Director of Clare Design

Professor Lindsay Clare, Director of Clare Design

Professor Philip Thalis, Director of Hill Thalis Architecture and  

City of Sydney CouncillorProfessor Alan Morris, University of Technology Sydney

Professor Andrea Nield, Principal at Studio Nield

Dr Michael Zanardo, Director of Studio Zanardo

Mr Philip Coxall, Chairman and Design Leader at McGregor Coxall

Mr Alex Greenwich MP, State Member for Sydney
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Deputy Lord Mayor Linda Scott, City of Sydney

Councillor Jess Scully, City of Sydney
Councillor Robert Kok, City of Sydney
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Mr Howard Tanner AM, Architect at Howard Tanner Architecture

Mr Brendan Randles, Principal of Brendan Randles Architect

Mr Patrick Fensham, Principal of SGS Economics and Planning

Mr Anton James, Director of JMD Design
Mr James Delaney, Director of JMD Design

Mr Stafford van Putten, Director of ineni Realtime

Mr Harry Levine, Principal of Harry Levine Architects

Mr Richard Reid, Director of Richard Reid & Associates

Mr David Neustein, Director of Other Architects

Mr Brett Daintry, Director of Daintry Associates

Ms Virginia Kerridge, Principal of Virginia Kerridge Architect

Mr Michael Lewarne, Director of Redshift Architecture & Art

Mr Thierry Lacoste, Director of Lacoste+Stevenson

Mr Timothy David Williams, Director of Tim Williams Architects

Mr Richard Peters, Principal of Tobias Partners

Mr David Haertsch, Principal at David Haertsch Architect

Ms Grace Mortlock, Director of Other Architects

Mr Valdis Macens, Director of Calais Macens Architects

Ms Heidi Dokulil, Co-founder of Good Habitat

Ms Deena Ridenour, Senior Lecturer at University of Sydney

Ms Gabrielle Morrish, Principal at GMU
Ms Louise Nettleton, Director of Louise Nettleton Architects

Mr Thomas A Rivard, Principal of REALM Studios

Ms Jean Rice, Principal of Jean Rice Architect

Mr Alan Croker, Director of Design 5 - Architects

Mr Ian Wood-Bradley, Director of WBB Consulting

Mr John O’Callaghan, Director of JOC Consulting

Mr David Stevenson, Director of Lacoste + Stevenson Architects

Ms April McCabe, Associate Director at Red Consulting

Mr Brendan Murra, Senior Associate at JPW

Mr David Goodwin, Senior Planner at UNSW

Ms Sheila Tawalo, Senior Designer at Hill Thalis Architecture  

& Urban ProjectsMr Benjamin Driver, Senior Urban Planner at Hill Thalis 
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CASINO TOWER 
OPPOSED
The Department of Planning and 
Environment agreed that Star Casino’s 
plan for a 215-metre luxury apartment and 
hotel tower breaches planning controls 
and would compromise Pyrmont’s 
character; it recommended the project 
be refused. The Independent Planning 
Commission will now make the final 
determination and I signed a joint letter 
with 60 members of the planning and 
design community calling on the chair 
to reject the proposal. 

…NOW PYRMONT  
IS AT RISK
But in response, the government 
asked the Greater Sydney 
Commission to review Pyrmont’s 
planning rules with an aim to 
increase density. Pyrmont is 
one of Australia’s most densely 
populated regions and it is 
a planning success: supporting lifestyle, social 
cohesion, diversity, vibrancy and creative industries. Existing planning 
rules were established through comprehensive assessment and consultation to get 
the right scale and mix of social and affordable housing and commercial development. 

I presented to the Greater Sydney Commission and argued that decades of strategic 
planning should not be undermined to help an unhappy developer get over-the-top 
plans approved. While the commission has recommended further work on a long term 
strategy, I am concerned that it will be geared towards towers across the peninsular. 

Independent Member for Sydney
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SUPPORT FOR NEWLY HOUSED 
In Parliament, I again called on the government to invest in supported accommodation 
for people with serious and persistent mental illness, substance use, or trauma. 
There are increasing reports that people in crisis, many who lived on the streets for 
years, are being housed without help to manage their new home and get on their 
feet. Housing First models (supported housing) are the most successful way to 
ensure long term homeless people with complex needs can recover, maintain their 
homes and be good neighbours.

THIRSTY CITY 
Some constituents tell me that they have trouble finding water when they are out and 
water bubblers are disappearing from public places like railway stations, replaced 
with vending machines selling drinks in plastic bottles. The minister’s response 
to my questions says the government is partnering with councils to install water 
stations to encourage people to carry and refill water bottles to prevent plastic 
waste, particularly at sites where there are large numbers of visitors. Access to free 
drinking water must improve, especially as temperatures rise.

RABBIT CRUELTY MUST STOP
Because rabbits are pests and carry many diseases that are not lawful or possible 
to vaccinate against, they can’t be raised outside of cages, so all farmed rabbits 
suffer in similar cruel conditions as battery hens. Vague standards could allow 
slaughter without stunning and there is no independent oversight of rabbit farms. My 
questions in Parliament about rabbit farming support a phase-out of the industry.

DOLTONE HOUSE SCRUTINY 
Doltone House has a long history of reported consent condition breaches including 
for patron limits, operating and delivery times, and late night noise. A modification to 
the events facility was lodged with the planning department to extend delivery hours 
and locations and move consent conditions to a plan of management that can be 
changed without community consultation. My submission called for noise and traffic 
assessments and enforcement to protect local amenity.

CELEBRATING SOUTH SEA ISLANDERS 
One of my first constituent meetings after being elected in 2012 was with the 
inspiring Emelda Davis. She worked with me to successfully get the NSW Parliament 
to formally apologise to Australian South Sea Islanders, who Australia shamefully 
treated as slaves 150 years ago. In August we came together again to mark 25 
years of Commonwealth Recognition of South Sea Islanders.

LGBTI DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SUPPORT
I attended the Inner City Legal Centre’s fundraising event for its Safe Relationships 
Project, which has been running for 25 years. The program provides court assistance 
and other support for LGBTI people who are experiencing or escaping an abusive 
relationship. Domestic violence is not limited to heterosexual relationships and this 
project provides a much needed service to keep people safe. 

Disappearing bubblers create more plastic waste

Cruel rabbit farming must end
Photo courtesy of Animal Liberation

With Emelda celebrating South Sea Islander 
recognition

Supporting ICLC with the Attorney General

Working with the Premier’s Homelessness Council
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